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Presentation 
Objectives

You 
will:

Describe the importance 
of a course assessment

Evaluate tools used for 
course assessment

Analyze courses to 
identify quality 
improvements
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Presentation Notes
Machelle: Hello!  Our presentation should help you to….read objectives.  Let’s get started…Brooke…



Why is it important to Assess My 
Courses?

Accreditation
• HLC
• Programmatic 

Accreditation 

Improve your 
teaching

• Assessment 
ensures you are 
reviewing 
learning and 
teaching 
strategies

• Ensures you are 
staying up to date

Improve Student 
Learning/Success

• Students are 
utilizing tools that 
you have assessed 
that work

• Students are 
provided up to 
date teaching and 
learning strategies

Overall, it ensures Good 
Educational Practices (Suskie, 2018)!
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Brooke: In 2018, HLC identified that 4.B was met with concerns and needed an interim monitoring.  While Northwest has responded to the review and made great strides in ensuring assessment processes are in place, we all need to be aware of its importance at the accreditation level Core Component 4.B, Rating: Met with concerns; Interim Monitoring: The team recommends an Interim Monitoring�report that addresses the concerns to be embedded in the institution's Year 4 Review.�The institution demonstrates a commitment to educational achievement and improvement through ongoing�assessment of student learning.�1. The institution has clearly stated goals for student learning and effective processes for assessment of student�learning and achievement of learning goals.�2. The institution assesses achievement of the learning outcomes that it claims for its curricular and co-�curricular programs.�3. The institution uses the information gained from assessment to improve student learning.�4. The institution’s processes and methodologies to assess student learning reflect good practice, including the�substantial participation of faculty and other instructional staff members.We also have some programmatic accreditation that we must follow.  These programmatic accreditation bodies are focused on the assessment and continued quality improvements related to courses in programs they accredit.Rachel: Improve Your TeachingReviewing Teaching & Learning Strategies:Course assessments bring to light areas that need improvement. This could be instructions that are not clear, assignments that students are not performing well on over time, or bringing to light that many students are consistently late on a particular assignment which may indicate that more time is needed for students to complete. By isolating these things through course assessment, you can focus on what changes need to occur in your teaching practices. This may be implementing a teaching strategy that works better for students, it could be implementing video instructions instead of written instructions, or could be as simple as clarifying directions or adding additional resources that students need to complete assignments well. Persky et al. (2012) suggests the course review process is a framework in which quality assurance principles are adopted to reach education and student learning outcomes.Staying up to date:  By completing course assessments each session/semester, you will have the chance to review your course materials, ensure your course and materials are up to date, and check for new guidelines or recommendations in your field. For example, in nursing many changes occurred during and after the Covid pandemic. These critical changes needed to be pulled into the classroom to allow many of the nursing courses to remain relevant and to help nursing students learn to manage these types of situations in real life.Machelle: Improve Student Learning and SuccessAssessment is important because it drives course improvement and the use of EB teaching and learning strategies.  You set your students up for success, which also sets you up for success.  You may hit target outcomes more often and see better student course evaluation scores.  This translates to improved annual evaluations and Tenure and Promotion opportunities.Overall, course assessment ensures Good Educational Practices for faculty and student success!



How do I complete a Course Assessment?

First,

Review 
Curriculum 

Plan

• Ensure SLOs 
align with COs 
and PLOs

Course Design and Sequence 
Example

Check 
Assessments

• Audit course 
assessments 

(assignments) aligned 
with the curriculum 

plan
Course Alignment Tool Example
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Rachel- Show the curriculum design and sequencing plan and focus on the curriculum plan.  How we have alignment with SLOs, Cos and PLOs, These are documents that allow us to see alignment across the curriculum and help our adjunct see alignment within their courses.Aligns all MSN course outcomes with university outcomes and nursing competencies. When the curriculum was developed, we started by developing the ECO's and then moved to aligning the ECO's with the SLO's and CO's. Through this process,  nursing competencies were also identified and aligned. During this process attention was placed on ensuring that everything came back to and aligned with the university outcomes. It is also important to remember that everything must tie back to the programmatic outcomes.Show the course alignment tool that indicates the assessments that align with each SLO that will be measured in the overall course assessment.   Course specific table that aligns course assessments to student learning outcomes. These course outcomes are also placed in the syllabus to ensure students are aware.

https://nwmissouri-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/nwnursing_nwmissouri_edu/EbKu9Pi4o01Jp3PkvDAnHdUBMsK4ClAvyCMytaTm6piSCQ?e=1GxKlR
https://nwmissouri-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/nwnursing_nwmissouri_edu/ESjNu2cLX9dArw2_0F7vPJQBziOLGo3liLoA1NeXrZkP5Q?e=CWaDNh


How do I complete a Course Assessment?

Next,

Establish an 
Assessment Goal for 

QI 

Set a goal for 
assessments to ensure 

QI is reviewed
** For example, 80% 
of students will meet 
80% or above on the 

assessment

Utilize an 
Assessment 

documentation 
tool

Document your 
assessment data and 

findings

Course Assessment Tool Example
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Brooke- will review the importance of setting a benchmark for your assessment.  Will open the course assessment tool and show the course information tab and SLOs tab and explain how we use it.Discuss format and chart by exception- if met QI we note that.

https://nwmissouri-my.sharepoint.com/personal/nwnursing_nwmissouri_edu/Documents/Nursing/2-MSN%20PROGRAM/Course%20Assessment%20MSN/625/2022_2023%20625%20Course%20Assessment%20Spreadsheet.xlsx?web=1


How do I complete a Course Assessment?

Finally,

Make Quality 
Improvements

• Document your 
assessment data and 

findings

601 Course Assessment QI example
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Machelle- Review documentation of QI when not met.  Also, review the reflection area of the course assessment tool—use 601 as example F2.In collecting data for QI we review several pieces of information:  Grades/Assessments, course evaluation information (quantitative/qualitative), and student feedback in courses collected in a specially designed QI DB or check-in quiz.  How do you identify areas needing QI?In collecting data for QI, we review several pieces of information:  Grades, course evaluation information (quantitative/qualitative), and student feedback collected in a specially designed QI DB or check-in quiz that are embedded in all our courses.With this comprehensive information we are able to:document grade distribution, identify which CO were met or not met, investigate and discuss why CO were not met, and lastly reflect on key themes impacting the course---on the Reflection worksheetMajor concerns, trends, activities that enhance a student-centered learning environment, student engagement, and active learning, and lastly short-term and long-term goals for the course  If we identify QI is needed through this holistic assessment, we follow the PDSA model to guide us in the QI process.Let’s look at an example from my course….show tabs and F2 QI and Reflection questions/answers.Let’ look at an example from my course….show tabs and F2 QI and Reflection questions/answers.

https://nwmissouri-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/nwnursing_nwmissouri_edu/EYzYpjQLoQJKlY2ZbxNr5YYBAnTNo4rEo-mE7WXthri_8Q?e=cbUphX


Faculty Buy- In

MSN Program QI Document

FULL-TIME FACULTY ADJUNCTS
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Machelle- You may be asking….Machelle how do I get my faculty to do assessment?My answer….make it an expectation in your department like we do.  We outline this expectation in our faculty guide, hiring/orientation and because it is expected, we work hard to support our faculty (both FT and adjunct) through the process.As program coordinators Rachel and I are responsible to for communicating strategically with faculty to ensure they are successful in completing their course assessments correctly and on time.  We send the course assessment spreadsheet, Course Alignment Table, and instructions with due date at the beginning of week 6.  We provide a video describing how to complete the course assessment.  We then send course evaluation information when available.   Faculty submit assessments to our Faculty eLounge (Canvas course) as an assignment.  It’s easy for faculty to submit to Canvas and helps us to collect them in one place.Once the course assessments are submitted, we review them, identify salient issues, discuss with faculty, and design QI interventions.  To provide close-loop communication, I include QI information in next term’s course prep communications and ensure it is completed prior to the next session.  To keep track of the QI efforts across the program, I have a comprehensive document where I capture any QI that is done each term to help us visualize it all in one place and see how if flows within the overall curriculum.  Here is my document…

https://nwmissouri-my.sharepoint.com/:x:/g/personal/bmcatee_nwmissouri_edu/EYcPbO7g9lZKuWNxGFwjzP8BVPdtrWYxu8S0h7Pae8M2gQ?e=VjwSRY
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Any 
Questions?
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THANK YOU
We hope you have a GREAT semester!
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